5o	PROBLEM OF TYPES IN  HISTORY
We have entered thus minutely into the prublrm of
inherency and predication, not merely bmuisr tins problem
was revived once more in the nominalism and realism of
the scholastics, but because it has never yet. been finally
set at rest, and, presumably, it never will    I*W hmt a#iin
the question at issue is the typical opposition brtwecu
the abstract  standpoint—in   which   the   decisive  value
lies in the thought process itself—and the specific thinking
and feeling upon which, whether consciously or tmcon*
sciously, the objective orientation is based,    In iho latter
case, the mental process is a means which has the develop-
ment of the personality for its end*    It is little wonder
that it was  precisely  the  proletarian  philosophy   that
adopted  the  inherency  principle*    Wherever   sufficient
reasons exist for the shifting of emphasis upon individual
feeling, thinking and feeling become negatively critical*
through a poverty of positive creative energy (which h
diverted to personal ends); thinking declines to a mere
analytical organ that reduces down to the concrete and
the singular.   Over  the  resulting accumulation of dis-
ordered individual things a vague all-in-oneness whose
wish character is more or less transparent will, at best,
supervene.    But when the   emphasis   is laid upon the
.mental processes, the result of the mental activity is super*
ordinated over the multiplicity as idea,   The idea is as far
as possible de-personalized ; but the personal apprehension
goes over almost completely into the mental process which
it hyplostasizes.
Before passing on we might perhaps enquire whether
the psychology of the Platonic ideology justifies us in the
supposition that Plato may personally belong to the intro-
verted type, and whether the psychology of the Cynics
and the Megarians allows us to reckon such figures a$
Antisthenes, Diogenes, or Stilpon as extraverted? A
decision of the question put in this form is quit* imtostilfa

